
kxkxk   3-Factor Between Groups ANOVA with EMMEANS Follow-ups  
 
 
The data come from one of several studies of food preference among Nebraska turtle species of various ages and 
husbandry histories within different ecological contexts and day-rhythms.  This 3-way grew out of an interest in whether 
food preference was moderated by the age of the turtle, and whether this was different for different species.  The original 
study used 6 foods, 7 species and 5 ages (N ≈ 1600 baby turtles).  This example uses a subset of those data, 3 foods, 2 
species and 2 ages.  We learned early in the research that repeated measures designs produced order effects that could 
not be counter-balanced (leading to a separate line of research on food preference malleability), so a between subjects 
design was used here.   
 
About the food stimuli used in this study.   

 The crickets were immature House Crickets, of 5-7 mm body length. Animals had been pithed before presentation, so 
that they were able to move their limbs, but could not escape. Proximate crickets have a substantial odor!  Four 
crickets were presented. 

 In order to approximate “carrion” 5-7 mm bits of hamburger were “incubated” for 72 hours in a warm, damp, 
unsterilized environment.  It stank!  Four bits were presented. 

 The lettuce was fresh mature outer leaves of Romaine lettuce, washed with sterilized water and shredded to a 
standard size approximating the size of mature “duck weed.”  30-40 “shreds” were presented. 

 
 
Process: 
There are a lot of steps to a complete analysis of a 3-way design.  Different patterns of significant and non-significant 
effects will require different subsets of these. Here’s a preview… 
 
Initial Analysis 

 Get descriptive means, plots & F-tests 

 Determine what effects are significant 

 Consider what lower-order effects we will need to check for descriptive/misleading patterns 

 Consider what lower-order effects are likely to be interesting – based on the aggregations involved 
 

3-way Interaction 

 Select the set of simple effects that most directly addresses the research question or research hypothesis 

 Getting the related cell means & follow-up analyses 

 Describe the pattern of the 3-way 

 Compute LSDmmd based on full model error term 

 Get the related set of simple 2-way interaction F-tests 
 

2-way Interactions 
 Get the 2-way interaction plot and the corresponding simple 2-way plots 

 Get 2-way estimated semi-marginal means & follow-up analyses to describe each 2-way interaction 

 Why are the “Descriptive” and “Estimated” semi-marginal means different & which are plotted/tested ? 

 Use the related depiction of the 3-way to check each 2-way interaction for descriptive/misleading patterns 
 
Main Effects 

 Get the main effect and corresponding simple effect plots 

 Get estimated marginal means & follow-up analyses to describe each main effect 

 Why are the “Descriptive” and “Estimated” marginal means different ? 

 Use the related depiction of the 3-way to check each main effect for descriptive/misleading patterns 
 
 
 
  



Initial Analysis 
 
Get descriptive means, plots & F-tests 
 
UNIANOVA feeds2 BY species age foodoff 
 
   
/METHOD=SSTYPE(3) 
/PRINT=DESCRIPTIVE 
/PLOT=PROFILE(foodoff*age*species) 
/DESIGN= species   age   foodoff  
                  species*age  species*foodoff   age*foodoff  
                  species*age*foodoff. 
 

 
 DV   by   IVs 

order determines left-to-right ordering of IVs in the 
Descriptive Statistics table                         

 corrects each effect for all other effects 
 gets descriptive cell, semi-marginal and marginal means 
 gets plot of cell means  ( x-axis *separate lines * graphs ) 
 specify the design including the interaction that is 

automatically calculates from the IVs specified above) 

  
Arrangement of Descriptive Statistics table and the plots reflects, “This 3-way grew out of an interest in whether food 
preference was moderated by the age of the turtle, and whether this was different for different species.”   
 
Notice that both look at type of food, within each age group, for each species. 
 
    

 

 
 
The “Descriptive Statistics” are the raw or 
“uncorrected” means. 
 
 
 
The marginal means for the main effects are 
weighted by the differential sizes of the cell means 
being aggregated. 
 
For example, the marginal mean for painted turtles 
is  
 
( (9.333 * 6) +  (1.125 * 8) +  (1.250 * 8) +  
(12.625 * 8) + (12.250 * 8) + (13.250 * 8) ) / 46 
= 8.2609 
 
 
 
Likewise, the semi-marginal means for the 2-way 
interactions are weighted by the differential sizes of 
the cell means being aggregated. 
 
For example, the semi-marginal mean for 3day old 
painted turtles is  
 
( (9.333 * 6) +  (1.125 * 8) +  (1.250 * 8) ) / 22 
= 3.4091 
 

 
  



  
 
From the means and plots, it looks like younger turtles make more feeding attempts and show little food preference.  
Older turtles show a food preference, but the preference is somewhat different for Paints & Snappers.   
 
.  
 
 

Determine what effects are significant 
 
 

 
 

  

All 7 effects are significant. 
 
One thing to notice about these 
data is how small are the 
standard deviations!   
 
Baby turtles are an amazingly 
homogeneous group! 
 
So, small mean differences are 
reliably different & we get lots of 
significant effects!! 
 
 



Consider what lower-order effects we will need to check for descriptive/misleading patterns 
 
Because of the significant 3-way, the means patterns of all 6 lower-order effects  -- all 3 2-way interactions and all 3 main 
effects -- will have to be carefully checked against the corresponding higher-order effects to determine if they are 
descriptive or misleading. Remember, this will have to be done whether the lower-order effect is significant or not – 2-way 
and main effect nulls can be misleading! 
 

Consider what lower-order effects are likely to be interesting – based on the aggregations involved 
 
Species  

 Paints and Snappers represent just 2 of the 7 native Nebraskan species and of the 256 species worldwide.  So 
aggregating across them doesn’t represent any important population.   

 These two species do represent about 85% of “pet” turtles sold in the US – but most pets aren’t fed these foods at 
these ages, so the lack of external population & stimulus validity makes the aggregate of these conditions 
uninteresting.   

 So, the main effect of age (aggregating across species & foods), the main effect of food (aggregating across 
species and age) and the age*food interaction (aggregating across species) would only be interesting as a 
simplifying description if the means pattern was descriptive because it matched the corresponding simple effect 
means patterns! 

 
Age  

 There are very few behaviors that are age-related such that aggregating 3-day-old and 3-month-old juveniles tells 
us about an interesting population.   

 So, the main effect of species (aggregating across age & foods), the main effect of food group (aggregating 
across age and species) and the species*food interaction (aggregating across age) would only be interesting as a 
simplifying description  if the means pattern was descriptive because it matched the corresponding simple 
effect means patterns! 

 
Food Offered  

 These three foods were very carefully chosen to represent the three major types of foods available to juvenile 
turtles: 1) available insects, 2) carrion, & 3) vegetation (specifically duckweed).  Therefore, aggregating across 
these three foods into an “available foods group” would be interesting. 

 Still the the main effect of species (aggregating across age & foods), the main effect of age (aggregating across 
species and foods) and the species*age interaction (aggregating across foods) would only be interesting as a 
meaningful aggregation if the means pattern was descriptive because it matched the corresponding simple 
effect means patterns! 

 
Remember – though we have no such cases to address here – non-significant lower-order effects that are involved 
in a significant higher order effect must be cwhether they are descriptive or misleading!!!  



3-way Interaction 
 
Select the set of simple effects that most directly addresses the research question or research 
hypothesis 
 
The statement that, “This 3-way grew out of an interest in whether food preference was moderated by the age of the 
turtle, and whether this was different for different species” makes the selection of the simple effects to use to describe the 
interaction straightforward. 
 
From this, we’ll want to focus on the simple effects of Food Offered within the simple 2-way Food Offered * Age, and then 
examine how this 2-way is different for different Species. 
 
 
 

Get the related cell means & follow-up analyses 
 
/EMMEANS=TABLES ( species * age * foodoff ) compare (foodoff)  “compare (foodoff)” asks for pairwise 

comparisons among the 3 food off conditions – live 
crickets, ground meat & lettuce 
 
 “species*age*food” specifies that those pairwise 
comparisons are made within each age group, for 
each species 

 

 
 

 
 
These cell means “Estimates” are the same as 
the cell mean “Descriptive Statistics” given 
above and the same means that are plotted 
above. 
 
 
The F-tests shown below test the simple effect 
of Food Offered for every combination of Age & 
Species. 
 
For both species, there are Food Offered effects 
for younger, but not for older, animals. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Notice that the MSe for these F-tests is 
the same as for the full model – based on 
the full sample size.  It is also possible to 
get these tests by splitting the file into 
these 4 groups and getting the Foodoff 
ANOVA for each.  However, that 
approach will use a separately composed 
error term for each F, will have lower 
power, greater chance of inconsistent 
effects & of Type II Errors. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 



 
 
From the cell means given above and these pairwise results we can explicate the pattern of the 3-way as… 
 
                                                     Crickets v Ground Meat         Crickets v Lettuce            Ground Meat v Lettuce 
 

Painted Turtles        3-days                         >                              >                                 = 

                                3-months                     =                              =                                 = 

 
 

Snapping Turtles     3-days                         =                              >                                 > 

                                3-months                     =                              =                                 = 

 

 
Describe the pattern of the 3-way 
 
In words – following the SE of food for within each age group, for each species … 
 
For painted turtles, 3-day-olds preferred crickets to ground meat and lettuce, whereas 3-month-olds showed no 
preference.  However, for snappers, the 3-days preferred crickets and ground meat to lettuce, whereas the 3-month-olds 
showed no preference. 
 
Or, alternatively… 
 
The 3-day-old painted turtles preferred crickets to ground meat or lettuce, while he 3-day old snappers preferred crickets 
and ground meat to lettuce.  The 3-month-old turtles of neither species showed a preference. 
 
For either description, notice that the pattern of the pairwise comparisons guarantees that the main effect of Food Offered 
and the 2-way interaction of Food Offered * Age will be misleading!  In each case, different subsets of data show different 
means patterns, and, so, they cannot all match the means pattern of the corresponding main effect or 2-way.  



Compute LSDmmd based on full model error term 
 
This is a BG model, so all the F-tests and follow-up analyses are based on a single error term (MSe=111.852), though the 
Standard Errors of the follow-ups calculated by SPSS vary with sample size.  Why care?  Because, the follow-up analyses 
are based on a t-test (that isn’t shown in the output) that uses the standard error in the denominator. 
 
So, depending on whether the cells being compared have larger or smaller sample sizes, the standard error can be larger 
(smaller ns) or smaller (larger ns), and the same cell mean difference can be significant for one comparison and not 
significant for another!! 
 
An alternative is to use this “full model error term” as the basis for computing an LSDmmd value that is then used to 
compare any two cell means. This is an extension of the “homogeneity of variance” assumption that is made when we 
compute the ANOVA error term for BG models.  That assumption is that it makes sense to combine the within-group 
variability from the different design cells, because they each represent a sample taken from different populations that all 
have the same variability, so the aggregate of them all is the best estimate of the variability of each. The extension in the 
“full model error term” approach is that since the best estimate is derived from using the full design sample, the 
significance test should be based on the df from all the participants.  

Why do people who like this approach like it?  

1. It is based on the same estimate of variability, but larger sample size, and, so, uses a smaller standard error than the 
pairwise error term approach. So, it provides a more powerful significance test, and more pairwise cell mean 
comparisons are significantly different using this approach (though the reverse can happen on occasion).  
 

2. This approach provides an easy method for the comparison of nonadjacent cells means.  We might want to know 
whether the mean number of strikes made by 3-month-old painted turtles offered lettuce (mean  = 13.250) is different 
than by 3-day-old snappers offered ground meat (mean = 14.857)  there is no easy to get SPSS to provide this 
significance test, but the Computators will give us an LSDmmd that we can use to compare these means. For this 
analysis k = 12 conditions of the 2x2x3 design, n = N/k = 85/12 = 7/083 & MSe = 3.589. Using the LSDmmd value, we 
would conclude these two groups have equivalent performances. 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
  



Getting the related set of simple 2-way interaction F-tests 
 
Having decides to describe the 3-way interaction as “the different 2-way interaction pattern of Food Offered and Age for 
each Species” we might want to have those two simple 2-way F-tests. 
 
SORT CASES  BY species. 
 
SPLIT FILE LAYERED BY species. 
 
 
UNIANOVA feeds BY age foodoff. 

 sorts the data file into snappers and painted turtles 
 
 tells SPSS to compute the requested analyses                  
.    separately for each split file. 
 
 requests the age & food 2-way ANOVA 

 

 
 
Of the various F-tests presented, only the 2-way interactions are interesting/meaningful. These 2-ways analyses each use 
an error term based on the data and sample size from a single species.  As a result, each of these 2-way F-tests has less 
power than the 3-way F-test they are being used to explore.  So, it is possible to have one of those “significant effects that 
aren’t anywhere” 
 
We can also re-compute these simple 2-way F-tests using the MSage*foodoff from the table above, and the MSerror from the 3-
way full model (MSe = 3.589). This would lead to… 
 
      Food Offered * Age for Painted Turtles                                                Food Offered * Age for Snappers 
 
 
                             82.854                                                                                           122.698 
      F(2, 73)   =  ------------  =   23.086  p < .0001                                    F(2, 73)   =  ------------  =   34.187  p < .0001 
                             3.589                                                                                                3.589 
  



2-way Interactions 
 
Using the Age*Species 2-way as an example, here is how to get the plot & follow-ups for that 2-way and the 
corresponding simple-2-way of Age*Species for each Food Offered. 
 

Get the 2-way interaction plot and the corresponding simple 2-way plots 
 
/PLOT=PROFILE( species * age ) 
 
 
/PLOT=PROFILE(species * age * foodoff ) 
 
 

 
 gets plot of estimated semi-marginal means  for Species * Age 2-way      
.    interaction ( x-axis *separate lines) 
 
 gets plot of the cell means arranged to check if the pattern of the                            
.    Species * Age interaction is the same for each Food Offered  
     ( x-axis * separate lines * separate graphs) 

 
2-way plot of Species * Age 
 

 

Simple 2-way plot of Species * Age for Live Crickets 
 

 

Simple 2-way plot of Species * Age for Ground Meat  
 

 
 

Simple 2-way plot of Species * Age for Letttuce 
 

 

 
None of the simple 2-ways looks quite like the 2-way, but it all hinges on the age effects for Snappers.  Significance tests 
can be comforting, concentrating on the simple effects of Age for each Species (for each Food Offered). 
 
  



Get 2-way estimated semi-marginal means & follow-up analyses to describe the 2-way interactions 
 
 
/EMMEANS=TABLES ( species * age ) compare ( age ) 
 
 
 

 
 gets pairwise comparisons of estimated age group      
.    semi-marginal means for each species – used  to          
.    describe the pattern of the Species * Age 2-way 

 
 

Why are the “Descriptive” and “Estimated” semi-marginal means different & which are plotted/tested ? 
 
You should notice the estimated semi-marginal means shown in the graphs above and the “Estimates” table below are not 
the same as the raw semi-marginal means from the “Descriptive Statistics” up above.  Those raw semi-marginal means 
were 3.41 for 3-day Painted, 12.71 for 3-month Painted, 12.00 for 3-day Snappers & 15.05 for 3-month Snappers. 
 
The difference between the raw and estimated semi-marginal means reflects that the effects in the design are not 
orthogonal (because of unequal-n).  The estimated semi-marginal means are predicted based on the model (not the raw 
data) and provide for the comparisons among these groups, after correcting for the other effects in the model. 
 
 

 

 

 

 
The F-tests compare the corrected/estimated semi-
marginal means. 
 
The pairwise comparisons are redundant with the F-tests 
because these are all 2-group comparisons. 
 
Be sure to check the direction of each significant 
comparison !!! 

 

 
 
 
The pattern of the 2-way interaction is… 
 

Painted         3 day   <<<  3 month 
 

Snapper       3-day      <    3 month  
 
The Age effect is the same direction for both Species, but is much larger for Painted turtles.  



Use related depiction of the 3-way to check the 2-way interaction for descriptive/misleading patterns 
 
/EMMEANS=TABLES ( foodoff * species * age ) compare ( age ) 
 

 gets pairwise comparisons of age group cell                                                                                                      
.    means at each combination of species and food                  
.    offered, to check whether the pattern of the                   
.    species*age 2-way is descriptive or misleading 

 

 

(from above)  The pattern of the 2-way interaction was… 
 
     Painted         3 day   <<<  3 month 
     Snapper       3-day      <    3 month  
 
 
 
For live crickets, the corresponding simple 2-way is… 
 
     Painted         3 day     <    3 month 
     Snapper       3-day      =    3 month  
 
 
For ground meat, the corresponding simple 2-way is… 
 
     Painted         3 day   <<<    3 month 
     Snapper       3-day      =      3 month  
 
 
For lettuce, the corresponding simple 2-way is… 
 
     Painted         3 day    <<<<    3 month 
     Snapper       3-day     <<<     3 month  
 
 
So, the 2-way interaction pattern is descriptive only for 
crickets, and is misleading for ground mean & lettuce.  

 

 
 

 
  



Main Effects 
 
Using the Food Offered main effect as an example, here is how to get the plot & follow-ups for that main effect and the 
corresponding simple effects of  Food Offered for each combination of Age & Species. 
 

Get the main effect and corresponding simple effect plots 
 
/PLOT=PROFILE(  foodoff ) 
 
/PLOT=PROFILE( foodoff  * age * species ) 
 
 

 
 gets plot of estimated marginal means   
 
 gets plot of the cell means arranged to check if the pattern of the      
.    Food Offered main effect  is the same for every combination of Age       
.    & Species   ( x-axis * separate lines * separate graphs) 

 

 

 
 
None of the simple effects of Food Offered look much like 
the pattern of the marginal means. 
 
 

  
 
 

Get estimated marginal means & follow-up analyses to describe the main effect 
 
/EMMEANS=TABLES ( foodoff ) compare ( foodoff )  get pairwise comparisons among marginal means  
 
 

  



Why are the “Descriptive” and “Estimated” marginal means different ? 

 
You should notice the estimated marginal means shown in the graphs above and the “Estimates” table below are not the 
same as the raw marginal means from the “Descriptive Statistics” up above.  Those raw marginal means were 12.62 for 
live crickets, 10.67 for ground meat, and 8.90 for lettuce. 
 
The difference between the raw and estimated marginal means reflects that the effects in the design are not orthogonal 
(because of unequal-n).  The estimated marginal means are predicted based on the model (not the raw data) and provide 
for the comparisons among these groups, after correcting for the other effects in the model. 
 
 
 

 

 
The pattern of the main effect is … 
 
      crickets v. meat       crickets v. lettuce      mean v. lettuce 
      
                   >                           >>                             > 
 
 

 

 
The F-test is the same as the test of the Foodoff main 
effects in the overall analysis up above.  

 

 

 
 
 

  



Use the related depiction of the 3-way to check the main effects for descriptive/misleading patterns 
 
  /EMMEANS=TABLES ( species * age * foodoff ) compare ( foodoff )  gets pairwise comparisons of foodoff cell.                       

.    means at each combination of species age, to     

.    check whether the pattern of the foodoff main                

.    effect is descriptive or misleading 
 
 
 
 

 

The pattern of the main effect is … 
 
      crick v. meat       crick v. lettuce      mean v. lettuce 
               >                        >>                           > 
 
 
For 3-day painted, the corresponding simple effect is… 
 
      crick v. meat       crick v. lettuce      mean v. lettuce 
               >>                           >>                        = 
 
For 3-month painted, corresponding simple effect is… 
 
      crick v. meat       crick v. lettuce      mean v. lettuce 
               =                         =                            = 
 
For 3-day snapper, the corresponding simple effect is… 
 
      crick v. meat       crick v. lettuce      mean v. lettuce 
               =                           >>                        >> 
 
For 3-month snapper, corresponding simple effect is… 
 
      crick v. meat       crick v. lettuce      mean v. lettuce 
               =                         =                            = 
 

 

 

 
 
So, the main effect marginal mean 
pattern of Food Offered is not 
descriptive for any combination of age 
and species. 

 


